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Quote for meditating upon:
books contain knowledge, knowledge is power, power
corrupts, corruption is a crime, and crime doesn't
pay.... so, if you keep reading, you'll go broke

Editorial – from the Cave - Wayne Stuart
Chasps,
(I haven't used this mode of address recently and it is long overdue. I am doing my bit to remove the "sexist"y term
term "guys"! It seems, we need to do our bit not be Americans (or else The Donald might come here!)
We are now in a new Financial Year. So, those of you who have not yet renewed your memberships are technically
unfinancial, although you will remain on our books until 31 July. After that you will be removed from the books if
you have not renewed your memberships. I will be contacting anyone who might need a "nudge" as July runs down.
Can I warmly invite any former members (who remain on our email address list) to consider coming back. The Shed
is almost unrecognisable now, so it will certainly provide more good things than you remember. Give us another go!
In the last month we have had some generous donations that need to be recognised. The Exercise Group has
donated as major food processor for use in the kitchen which has put a huge grin on the face of R2 our celebrated
Chef (more on this later). A local resident (Peter Elliott) has donated a number of tools and tool boxes worth some
hundreds of dollars. Rob Pollack has offered to prepare the ground and pour some concrete pads and ramps in front
of our containers. We should all be very pleased that our Shed is seen as the kind of asset in Yass that people are
moved to help us by making very generous donations!
Finally, we received news during June that AMSA were updating their By Laws and after some discussion with
members, we decided to write to them raising some concerns. We have since had a response reassuring us on our
concerns, but raising an issue about the level and efficacy if our insurance (more on this later in this newsletter).
WS Editor.
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Message from the President - Bob Nash
Members of the best SHED around;
How time flies when you are having so much fun, it only seems like yesterday since the our AGM, and a lot of water
has flown under the bridge during that time.
I am very happy that the members seem to be enjoying our new surroundings and it has made a huge difference to
the comfort for our members. I think once the tiling is done and the carpet is laid it will be a home away from home.
BUT NOT A DOG HOUSE.
The monthly get-togethers with a BBQ has been a success specially with R2 and his helpers coming up with his
delightful culinary adventures for our enjoyment.
The Saturday afternoon monthly meets when every member can have their say about how they think the shed can
keep moving forward, to which the committee will address and implement on its merit.
One of the challenges we have is to look out for our members who are lonely and find it hard to get out and come to
the Shed, this could be overcome by a simple contact and offer of transport for them to come, if you know of anyone
in this position let a member of the committee know so some action can happen for them to get here if you can't.
Next Wednesday will be our monthly morning tea, a great opportunity to see if any member who hasn't transport, to
be able to be picked up for the great conversations that just happen or you might get a challenge to a game of cards,
darts, or pool. In fact I will put a challenge out there if anyone is game to take me on. That should cause a ripple or
two of laughter.
For those who leave us for the areas of paradise in the far north and overseas we will keep some of the ice weather
for you when you return.
Enough from me, keep enjoying the Shed, make laughter to make it a happy place.
President BOB.

Membership Renewal Time - Wayne Stuart
Now that June is over, Members who have not renewed by paying their dues for 2016/17 are technically unfinancial.
However, under our Rules, we extend the currency of that financial status until 31 July. Anyone unfinancial after 31
July is removed from the current membership list.
Out of the current 94 Members at 30 June, 63 have renewed for the next 12 months. This is a healthy 67%. We
need all of you to renew your memberships as soon as possible and certainly before the end of July to get our
numbers back up towards 100 again.
There are two ways to do it:
Cash/cheque - given to one of the Committee Members or by posting in our letterbox at the Shed; or
EFT - the procedure to follow if you want to use this option is:
1. Log on to your bank account and select the "payments" or "transfers" option.
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2. Fill in the details of the account into which you wish to transfer those funds:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Name of Bank:
Name of account:
BSB:
A/c No.
e) Amount:

Bendigo Bank (Boorowa)
YVMS
633-000
153073226
$25.00 (amount remains the same - it covers our insurance obligation for members)

3. Where you are requested to state the purpose of the payment (so we know what the payment is for and
who it is from) can you provide information in the following format please: “W Smith Subs”. Substitute your
name for “W Smith” (this is important so we know who has paid!!).
4. Finally (and most important) can you then send an email to me advising that you have made the transfer. I
will then issue a receipt which will be placed under your name tag on the board at the Shed. Please send
that email to wayne@stuartoz.com.
Ron McMullen (Treasurer) and I will be keeping tabs on the progress of renewals and I will follow up with reminders
for those still to renew after 30 June when members become technically unfinancial.
Wayne Stuart
Membership Secretary (0419 292 022)

Workshop and related news - Roger Holgate
Here is my remote input for the past month while I bask in 26 degree days and prepare to help tidy up our
Daughter and son in law’s garden etc.etc. Who is that person that said that I was having a holiday?
Before my departure I did observe what a great job Ray Armour had done on rescuing the games table
which has been a “work in progress" for years, great job Ray, a lot of thought and planning went into this.
As I have only been at the shed for a short time during June I do not have a lot to report so for a fill-in with
a difference (for those who have not visited this area) I have provided a couple of photos of the “mighty”
Burdekin River just east of Charters Towers. The bridge can be covered by 5 metres and more in a flood,
just hard to imagine.

Regards to all,
Roger Holgate (aka R1) - Vice President and Workshop Manager
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What has happened since the last Messenger?
Things that happened during June:
First Wednesday Morning Tea, held on 1 June was another very good event.
The best parts of this event are:
 Dave Staines has an arrangement with Tank's Bakery which means we get
two large trays of cakes and pastries delivered for the enjoyment of
members. If you haven't enjoyed this opportunity so far, you are not
living!
 The workshop machines are silent, so this allows members to enjoy a
chat and catch up with mates in a more comfortable environment. It is
an opportunity to learn things you never knew about some of our
members.
On this occasion, Bob Nash made a presentation to our famous and highly
renowned 3 Star Chef Richard (R2) Rowan.
The presentation was of a Chef Cap with 3 Stars emblazoned upon it.
In his presentation, Bob made reference to the French Restaurant system of
awarding stars to the very best Chefs. One Star means you've made it and
are in high demand. Two stars mean you are of an extremely high standard
and you can name your price. Three Stars means you are simply THE BEST.
We have to agree!!
Alaska calling
From: jackchild.37
[mailto:jackchild.37@gmail.com]
Subject: Re: Next Messenger
Hello Wayne. Enjoying some real
crabs here in Alaska.
Disappointing day yesterday - only
caught one 30lb king salmon.
Jack.
(Looks like Jack has found a king salmon
sunbaking on the shore and is trying to
convince us he caught it!)

YVMS Hero of the Month for June
Last month, I instituted a YVMS Hero of the Month
award, and it seems to have been a good idea.
So, this month, I have another very worthy recipient,
Ray Armour, for you all to pat on the back and
congratulate next time you see him.
Quite a number of years ago, the Shed was gifted a
rather beautiful seven sided card table which was in
"very ordinary" condition. Richard Rowan disassembled
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it and carefully sanded it back to the original timber
(quite a long and effort-intensive process).
John Woodin, recovered the playing surface with a
green baize material and since then it has languished in
various dark corners until recently when the major
Common Room makeover was happening and it came
to light again.
Ray took on the task of finishing the project and in that
process had to invent a new way to attach the four legs,
the previous attachments having been lost or
misplaced. Having solved that challenge, he then
finished the timber work with several coats of Danish
Oil and we now have a world class card table, ready for
anyone willing to enjoy themselves with a couple of
mates. Trust me, you will play much better when using
this table!
Well done, Ray. It is always a great pleasure to see a
MASTER at work and doing good things for the Shed.
You are our HERO for June 2016, Ray!

Speaking of heroes....
Here is a note that appeared with a $50 note in our
letterbox last Tuesday .
The member (who I will not identify unless he gives me
permission) has paid his own annual dues and has
provided an additional $25 payment to help a member
who might not be able to afford his dues.
This is one of those "you helped me when I needed help
and now I want to repay the compliment by helping
another member" things.

How good is it to be a member of this great
Shed??
Wine and exercise Groups:



Wine Group is keeping in practice drinking wine
until ours is ready to bottle
Exercise Group happily getting fit ( Roger was so
worried Marge would get too fit and show him up
he has forced her to go away for a few months).
The Exercise Group has also donated a $129
blender/food processor  to the Shed and are
waiting to sample some of the exotic food R2 will
make with it.
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As usual the Group is more or less running itself and
we are enjoying ourselves.
Len McG

2nd 3rd Saturday BBQ (18 June)
Following the great success of our first of these regular
events last month, we immediately had to move the
second one to the 3rd Saturday as a long weekend
intervened and a number of our members were not
available to attend.
Once again Chef R2 Rowan did his thing This time
wearing his new Chef 3Star Cap. Following a serving of
Shed pumpkin soup, the special event this time was R2's
special egg and bacon toasted sandwich with secret
blended condiments. I would have included a photo of
it, but I don't want to be responsible for causing some
kind of adverse medical event in anyone who did not
get there.
Speaking of which, we had the great pleasure and
benefit of Peter Miller aka "The Famous Pharmacist"
giving a presentation to members about the interaction
of over the counter herbs and medications with
prescription items and in association with various
general, medical and age conditions. This talk was so
good that Peter answered questions and had one on
one discussions for a good while longer than we
thought might have been the case.
On behalf of the Committee and Members, many
thanks to Peter.
R2 had also prepared a chocolate birthday cake for Ron
McMullen  (of which he did not see much and got to
eat even less!).
And during all of this excitement, a donation of new
tools  including a dremel and full set of associated
tools/fittings etc, two tool boxes, pipe wrenches, a
selection of paint brushes, sandpapers, screw drivers,
two extension leads and some things I do not recognise
but I am sure are really important and necessary items.
More than 20 members enjoyed the meal and were
generous in putting in a gold coin. This meant that we
broke even on the day and the Shed resources remain
intact for now. Many thanks to those generous
members.
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Last Saturday of the Month Info and ideas exchange
Last Saturday (25 June) we had the second of these events, it was well attended and most attendees were vocal and
helpful in suggesting and discussing a range of ideas.
The May Info Exchange considered the following issues and progress on them is reported in red type:












Cards (Crib Euchre) and other games?
Info night with other Yass organisations?
Shed Open Day?
Snooker and/or Darts competition with townies?
Online protections (computer/phones) Seminar? Contact with the provider (Yass IT) has agreed that the
event will be a community event held in the YVCC and will be held on a Thursday evening (eg 7 or 7.30pm)
but we will schedule it for when the weather improves and we are back into daylight saving again.
Computer lessons - Dave Staines to follow up with Interact
Movie day to watch the "Selling Houses Australia" Old Linton makeover DVDs. Those DVDs have now been
received and they will be scheduled for watching at 2pm on one or more Saturdays in early August.
Interest groups, cooking lessons etc
Build a step for easier access to containers? Rob Pollack Concreting will prepare the ground and pour the
concrete when the tanks for the big Greening Australia's tanks installation effort is undertaken. The
Committee has also agreed that a "Rob Pollack Concreting" sign be made and attached on the Supporters
Board on the front wall of the Shed.
Beer brewing?

The June Info Exchange (last Saturday) was also a valuable info exchange. Issues included:







Bob mentioned that he has plans to complete the front room very soon (tiling the kitchen and carpeting the
common room) I have observed Bruce Skillin on his hands and knees scraping amounts of dried glue/paint
or similar off areas of the floor;
There is also a plan to build a shed behind the timber workshop to house the dust extractor and paint
holdings and then to reorganise the back corner of the workshop to better accommodate the thicknesser,
router table and drop saw;
Following a conversation with Tony Stevens at the Yass Valley Council, we need to revisit our insurance
cover. It seems we might be exposed if a fire were to occur in our space;
A request was made that the Shed obtain a selection of ring spanners, open ended spanners, ratchet
spanners (both metric and imperial) etc;
A couple of women from AMSA dropped by on Thursday (23/6) and left a small collection of duct tapes, a
tape measure, and some other small items as a donation;
Plans are afoot to hold a video afternoon to view the Linton Makeover project and also to hold a computer
and mobile phone security seminar.

These Info Exchange events will be held every last Saturday of the month from now on. Start thinking about what
you might like to see happen and bring your good ideas to the next one (Saturday 30 July).

R2’s Ripping Recipe of the Month (quick, easy, healthy and economical)
Comment: I like this recipe as it can provide a good meal any time. I also like to use bacon and mushrooms as it adds
to the flavour and a little more volume to the plated meal. I suppose it should be described as “French toast with
omelette / scrambled eggs”. It is simple, quick about 10 minutes and healthy. Enjoy!!!
French toast (scrambled eggs/omelette)
Ingredients
1. 1 egg per person plus an additional egg
2. Olive oil
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3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Milk / cream
Butter
Herbs (any of or all parsley, coriander, thyme, rosemary, cumin)
Cheese (Parmesan, Cheddar, etc)
Toast

Optional Extras
1. Bacon
2. Mushrooms (mixed varieties improve flavour)
Method
1. To a large bowl add the yokes of three eggs, keeping the whites. A splash of milk/cream. A teaspoon of olive
oil and the herbs and cheese. Mix with a fork. (Egg mix).
2. Stove to medium heat, add to frypan a good bob of butter and a few drops of olive oil (this is so the butter
will not burn). Add bacon if using and mushrooms.
3. Soak toast in egg mix both sides and then add to frypan, sprinkle a little extra cheese and herbs on top of
toast. Allow to cook on bottom side (golden brown) and then flip.
4. Add egg whites back into the egg mixture and mix with a fork.
5. When toast is cooked remove from frypan and place on a warm plate in / near grill. Turn heat up on stove,
add some more butter and then pouring the egg mix which will now form an omelette or you may wish to
stir with a fork to make scrambled eggs. When cooked served with French toast.
Enjoy…R2

Calendar of upcoming events at the Shed (or elsewhere)
Tuesday mornings - 9 to 10am - Now that the cold weather is back, I will be re-instituting our practice of something
warm to have with your first cup of coffee/tea. Perhaps crumpets, raisin toast? come early and see for yourself enjoy with a mate or two.
Wednesday 6 July - First Wednesday Morning Tea – sponsored by Tanks Bakery and hosted by Dave Staines 10am
to 11.30.
Saturday 9 July - 2nd Saturday BBQ - this BBQ event is a fixture now, so make sure you mark your diaries for the
remainder of the year! NB: Noon to 1pm or longer if the mood is right. R2 will be in full flight again!
Some time soon - we hope to host the Hon Katrina Hodgkinson who we have invited back to commission all of the
new machines in the Metal Shop that were purchased with the 2015 $10,000 NSW Govt Grant. We have issued an
invitation and are awaiting a response from Katrina's office.
Saturday 30 July - Last Saturday Shed Info Exchange - 2pm. This will be a fixture from now on and is intended to give
the membership an opportunity to tell the Committee about issues, concerns, suggestions and good ideas. It will be
brief (20 minutes or so) - if no-one has anything to say, nothing will be said. It is important, though, that
communications is a two way street and members can have their say.
Second Saturday 9th July - Noon - BBQ. And then at 2pm a screening in the Common Room of the recently released
“Selling Homes Australia” DVD (2 episodes) on the Old Linton Makeover in which the Shed had a minor role. Should
be a good afternoon – especially if we can induce R2 to cook his world famous Chilli, honey, beetroot, wild
mushroom and trout and raspberry flavoured Popcorn!
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Shed occasional competitions (aka Morrissey's Fantastic Fantasies - OR - Joe's Jolly Japes)
[Last month I ran this item seeking entries and engagement - NOT A SAUSAGE!! Is the Black hole back? Give us
some feedback - or we will think you don't care.]
This idea is a pretty damn impressive brainwave of Joe Morrissey! Joe suggests that we could run a number of
competitions to get the membership involved in helping with some bright ideas for further improving the place.
His first proposal is that we need a sign to place below
the "Yass District Office" sign hanging above the
doorway into the new Common Room.
Some
suggestions I have already heard are "Fogies HQ", or
"Bastards Incorporated" or "Blokes R Us". Surely we can
do better than this! Give me some ideas by return email
and I will subject them to the democratic process. The
winner gets to autograph the winning sign! Come ON!!
Another proposal is for the new walls in the Common Room to be decorated with murals. Ruben has offered to do
some and to help, mentor and advise any budding artists who might like to help. Perhaps Phil O'Brien might
challenge the U3A Arts group for us? The competition part is to devise the things we might like to see on the walls:
caricatures of members in their favourite positions? Old Masters-style renditions of the President and Past President
(perhaps our David emulating the Michelangelo David??) The prize for this one is a fully mounted photo of the mural
of your choice to place on your bedside table at home. Exercise your creative juices and give us some feedback.
A third good idea is: Following on from our successful tomato growing competition, I suggest a follow up. I have
quite a few green tomatoes still on the vine, but the frost will kill the plants. Rather than waste the tomatoes how
about we have a competition. I'll bring my surplus green tomatoes to the Shed. Those who want to participate can
take enough to make green tomato chutney/relish or whatever. When they have produced the goods, R2 can judge
for taste and quality. The winner becomes to exclusive supplier to the shed of the chutney/relish etc. No interest??
BUT let's not leave it there - if anyone has a good competition idea, let us know, and especially if you can be involved
in organising. EG: We now have a fully complete Darts set, we also have pool and billiards capability, cards, chess,
etc etc - anyone want to organise a competition? How about 3rd Thursday Indoor Sports afternoon? Perhaps R2
might supervise some volunteer
Plate Chefs to produce something edible at occasional events? No ideas??
Don't be part of the silent majority - communicate with us! Send your suggestions to the Editor by replying to this
email or talking to a member of the Committee. Employ that grey matter - if you don't use it you'll lose it!!
Joe Morrissey

General info and other stuff
Membership News
Membership currently stands at 96. Our latest new members to join are Adrian Lynch (No 197), Stephe Jitts (No
198), Tom Pankhurst (No 199) and Anthony Lowe (No 200). Welcome all!! Make yourself known to Adrian, Stephe,
Tom and Anthony and make them welcome.
The membership renewal program is going exceedingly well. As of today, some 68 members (71% of our current
financial membership) have renewed their memberships.
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"Brexit" options for the rest of Europe? (following the shock result in the recent vote in the UK)
Austria


Outstria
Belgium

Beljump

Bailgium
Bulgaria

Nullgaria
Croatia

Noatia
Cyprus

Byeprus

Nicoseeya
Czech Republic

Czech-out

Czech-off
Denmark

Dumpmark

Copenhatin’


Estonia




Italy
Egresstonia
Eschewia
Exitonia





Outaly
Quitaly

Latvia


Finland




Fin-land
Helsinkhole

France


Frexit

Adieu
Germany

Berlout

Angeleave Merkel
Greece

Grexit
Hungary

Full
Ireland

Retireland

Dublout

Leavia

Lat-me-out
Lithuania

Lithawaynia
Luxembourg

Luxdisembark

Luxgetouttahere
Malta

Malternative

Halta
Netherlands

Neverlands

Ditch
Poland

Noland

Withdrarsaw

Portugal

Portugo

Departugal
Romania

Gomania

Bucharrest
Slovakia

Forsakia

Slovacate
Slovenia

Govenia

Sleavenia
Spain

Españope

Madriddance
Sweden

Swedesert

Sweparture

This won't happen to us, but we do sympathise with others (with thanks to Dave Staines)

The WRONG Shed
Following my recent call for contributions for the Messenger, I have
received this little snippett from Brian Millett (thanks Brian).
Is it any wonder we are a bit suspicious of letting women join our Shed?
Imagine how it would look if we let them loose?
Do you notice, they don't have the first idea about comfort (no front wall) or
security (just a back door and it has been left open!)
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Reward Points at Home Hardware
You can help us a lot by giving the Shed your points when you make a purchase at Home Hardware. Just ask the
cashier to “allocate the loyalty points to the Yass Valley Men’s Shed”. A number of members have made this a
regular practice and we have benefited to the extent that we can use the funds to replenish consumables (glues,
screws, sand papers etc etc from time to time). Think about it and help us out – please. It IS worth it.

General Invitation – help me out
If you would like to see any additional information in the Messenger or have any suggestions or contributions to
make, please feel free to contact me. Did you notice how good this Messenger is with items provided by members?

Birthdays around this time
JUNE
1/6: Dave Staines
6/6: Charles Turner
9/6: Bob Nash
15/6: Doug Holston
16/6: Ron McMullen
18/6: Alex Noakes

JULY
3/7: Michael Schulze
5/7: Richard Saxby, David Villanti, Richard Rowan
7/7: Colin Statham
11/7: John McClung
17/7: Merv Wright
18/7: Stan Walshe, Mark Ritchard
27/7: Charlie Royall
28/7: John Woodin

Happy Birthdays, Chaps!!! (don’t forget, significant others are real people too – we are happy to wish them “happy birthday” if
you give me the details).

Tuesday Exercise Classes

2-3pm on Tuesdays
The classes are not onerous or difficult. They are
designed to improve core strength and balance
and the cost is $5 per session.
These classes are not just for Shed members or
just for men.
At present we probably have a 50/50 representation of both men and women come to the classes. Tell and invite
your friends – they will all be made welcome!
See you in

The David Hale Room in the Yass Valley Community Centre

The contributions made by members of the Exercise group each week ($5 per person per session) are being saved
in the YVMS Good Deeds Fund for use when we would like to help out either in the Shed or in the Community.

The Yass Valley Men’s Shed is very grateful for the generous support of the following entities
(in alphabetical order):

BarkerHarle (Consulting Engineers), Bunnings (Belconnen), Goodradigbee Bookkeeping, Home Hardware (Yass),
IGA (Yass), KidsBlitz, the Lansdowne Foundation, NSW Coalition Government, NSW Local Member Minister Katrina
Hodgkinson, Southern Cable Services, Steve Bugden Plumbing, Touie Smith Jnr, Yass & District Printing, Yass Fire
Brigade, YassFM, Yass Freemasons, Yass Lions Club, Yass Rotary Club, Yass Valley Council, Yass Valley First Aid
Training, Yass Valley Physiotherapy, The Yass Tribune, Woolworths (Yass).
Please let me know if you think the list is missing an important sponsor/supporter.
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For information on Shed Opening Times, regular events and contacts: please click on this link
http://www.yassmensshed.org.au/

Download a Membership Form if you know someone who would like to join our Shed.
Click on this link http://yassmensshed.org.au/wp-content/uploads/YVMS-Membership-Application-Form.pdf
and print the form for them.
If you want to see previous editions of the Messenger, you can find them all on the YVMS Website at this address
(just click on it): http://yassmensshed.org.au/newsletter-archive - go back and dig up some YVMS archeology.

Wayne Stuart
0419 292 022
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